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Category: computer-and-mathematical

Who We Are    Hylink Group was created from pure ambition. From the day we earned

our very first client in 1994, to the global scale we have grown to become, our singular

focus remains clear: work tirelessly to help our clients exceed their own ambitions. Whether

crafting innovative campaigns that deliver storytelling at scale, or optimizing the curation

and deployment of media with purpose, we believe each project is an opportunity to use our

extraordinary diversity to reach, and to learn, and to grow stronger and more capable than

ever before. It’s a journey with no finish line, and that’s just the way we like it. That’s why

we’re looking for talented individuals who share that passion to come join our team.    Are

you ready to Advance Beyond Ambition?   As a Creative Developer, you will be

responsible for developing creative solutions that push the boundaries of technology and

design. You will work closely with cross-functional teams to deliver high-quality software

products that are both visually stunning and functionally superior. Your expertise in web

development, computer graphics, and user experience (UX) design will be essential in shaping

the future of our company.   Collaborate with designers and developers to deliver high-

quality creative products Create prototypes and beta versions of products Conduct usability

testing and gather feedback to improve product design Work with the development team to

implement design solutions Stay up-to-date with industry trends and emerging technologies

Communicate effectively with both technical and non-technical audiences.   Qualifications:  

Bachelor's degree in Computer Science, Computer Graphics, Design, or related field 3+

years of experience working as it. Proficiency in HTML, CSS, JavaScript Experience with

front-end frameworks (e.g., React, Angular, Vue.js) is a plus. Knowledge of design principles and
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user experience (UX) design Strong problem-solving skills and attention to detail Excellent

communication and collaboration skills Familiarity with graphic design and wireframing tools

Proven experience with a strong portfolio showcasing creative work. Ability to work

independently and manage multiple projects simultaneously.   Prefferred Skills  

Experience working in popular 3D JavaScript libraries such as Three.js, Babylon.js, or

PlayCanvas. Understanding of 3D modeling, animation, and rendering techniques

Experience creating interactive 3D visualizations, simulations, or games Familiarity with

popular game engines such as Unity, Unreal Engine, or Godot Knowledge of PBR, physics,

collision detection, and animation techniques   Recruitment Process: You will be

contacted by our team within 72 hours of your application. Our recruitment process takes a

maximum of 21 days from the first interview and you will be notified in case of success or failure.

Hylink is an Equal Opportunity Employer committed to providing a workplace free from

discrimination or harassment. We believe that no one should be discriminated against because

of their differences, such as age, disability, ethnicity, gender, gender identity and expression,

religion or sexual orientation. Decisions related to hiring, compensating, training, evaluating

performance, or terminating are made fairly without regard to age, race, creed, color, religion,

sex, national origin, ancestry, disability status, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender

identity or expression, genetic information, marital status, citizenship status or any other basis

as protected by federal, state, or local law.  Powered by JazzHR
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